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All major freight carriers base shipping costs on weight and container dimensions. This
means empty space in your boxes costs you money or makes you less competitive in
the marketplace. In addition, by relying on a supplier to send you a custom order when you need to have your printed materials out the door - puts you at their mercy.

A Packsize On Demand Packaging® solution puts you in charge. We can help you
spend and waste less through the ability to create a perfectly sized box for every
product, every time.
Packsize now provides custom on-site box-making solutions that save Printing
Industries Alliance members money by:
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•

Reducing your box management costs and eliminating obsolete inventory created
by minimum order quantities.
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•

Creating fit-to-size boxes that eliminate the need for fillers, and extra time and
labor.

•

Using less corrugated material and thereby demonstrating your focus on
environmental sustainability by reducing your carbon footprint.

•

In addition, Packsize will provide special benefits for PIA members:
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o Packsize will install, at your facility, the advanced box-making equipment
needed to make custom boxes at no cost (minimum quantities apply).
An $11,000 value!
o Packsize will provide an annual rebate on all purchases, once the volume from
all PIA member companies exceeds a threshold volume.
This program can save Printing Industries Alliance members money on corrugated
costs, valuable warehouse space in storing obsolete or seldom-used box inventories
and streamlines manufacturing throughput by not having to wait for custom-sized
boxes to be delivered from an outside vendor. As a committed partner to PIA, Packsize
is pleased to extend this special savings program to help members realize greater
packaging success and profitability.
Visit packsize.com for more details. To schedule a demo, contact Tim Freeman,
President, Printing Industries Alliance at (716) 691-3211 or tfreeman@PIAlliance.org.

